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This supplementary material includes more implemen-
tation details, experimental comparison, qualitative results,
and some other early attempts we consider interesting.

1. More Implementation Details
For the Gaussian smoothing when obtaining the soft

ground truth of action boundaries B̄ “ λpBq, the stan-
dard deviation of the Gaussian kernel is set as 1, 20, 3 for
GTEA, 50Salads, and Breakfast respectively. This is con-
sistent with the different video lengths in different datasets.
We set these Gaussian kernels to make B̄ have similar bell
curve shapes across the three datasets. For the decoder, the
step embedding is of 512 dimensions. When using the re-
implemented ASFormer [10] decoder as our decoder gψ , the
concatenation of the conditioning features E d M (or E at
inference) and the noisy sequence Ys (or Ŷs at inference)
is used as queries and keys in the cross-attention, while the
noisy sequence Ys (or Ŷs at inference) is taken as values.
The step embedding is added to the values. When using the
single-stage model in MS-TCN [4] as our decoder gψ , the
concatenation of the conditioning features E d M (or E at
inference) and the noisy sequence Ys (or Ŷs at inference) is
used as the input. The step embedding is added to the input.
Our method does not use positional encoding since it was
found harmful in the original ASFormer paper [10]. Our
model can be trained on a single NVIDIA RTX 2080 GPU.

2. Other Early Attempts
In this section, we would like to share with the readers

several preliminary attempts made at the early stage of this
research, which are immature, not benchmarked, but might
be inspirational.

Different Forms of Condition Masking. Human ac-
tions are predictable to some degree if we observe what has
happened in the past. Therefore, we tried to mask the condi-
tioning features after a random time location to enhance the
future predictive learning of the model. Similarly, we also
tried an inverted way by masking past features. Another

form we attempted was a fully random mask that blocks
random short clips in the video. These forms mentioned
above were not evidently helpful in our preliminary experi-
ments. But it is promising to explore more potential forms
in the future given the flexibility of our condition masking
strategy.

Combining Masking Schemes at Inference. Our
method uses no masking for the conditioning features at the
inference time. We also tried to infer differently. As dis-
cussed in the main paper, our explicit prior modeling can be
interpreted from the perspective in the classifier-free guid-
ance of the diffusion model [5]. We can regard the model
with no masking (MN) as a fully conditional generation and
the model with all masking (MP) as an unconditional gen-
eration. The classifier-free guidance combines a conditional
diffusion model and an unconditional diffusion model by a
weighted aggregation of their outputs at each update step
to improve the generation quality. Therefore, we tried to
aggregate the outputs using MN and MP at each inference
step. In our early experiments, it was noticed that the model
could achieve a better edit score if we put higher weights
on the outputs using MP, and a better accuracy if we put
higher on the outputs using MN, but not both at the same
time. We suspected this is because of the interruptive pre-
dictions at boundaries when using MN. Then we tried to
apply an adaptive boundary-aware approach for the aggre-
gation weights that puts smaller weights at boundaries for
the outputs using MN. However, we found it non-trivial to
reliably detect the boundaries at the inference.

Further explorations beyond these early attempts are
possible based on our extendable framework.

3. Comparison with Methods on arXiv

Table 1 provides a comparison between our method and
several recent methods on arXiv. This comparison does not
change the conclusion in the main paper.



GTEA 50Salads Breakfast
Method F1@{10, 25, 50} Edit Acc Avg F1@{10, 25, 50} Edit Acc Avg F1@{10, 25, 50} Edit Acc Avg
[7]C2F-TCN, arXiv’21 90.3 / 88.8 / 77.7 86.4 80.8 84.8 84.3 / 81.8 / 72.6 76.4 84.9 80.0 72.2 / 68.7 / 57.6 69.6 76.0 68.8
[8]CETNet, arXiv’22 91.8 / 91.2 / 81.3 87.9 80.3 86.5 87.6 / 86.5 / 80.1 81.7 86.9 84.6 79.3 / 74.3 / 61.9 77.8 74.9 73.6
[3]TUT, arXiv’22 89.0 / 86.4 / 73.3 84.1 76.1 81.8 89.3 / 88.3 / 81.7 84.0 87.2 86.1 76.2 / 71.9 / 60.0 73.7 76.0 71.6
[6]Liu et al., arXiv’23 91.4 / 90.2 / 82.1 86.6 80.3 86.1 87.9 / 86.6 / 80.5 82.7 86.6 84.9 77.5 / 72.3 / 59.5 76.7 73.7 71.9
[11]S2G, arXiv’22 95.7 / 94.2 / 91.3 92.0 89.8 92.6 91.5 / 90.2 / 87.3 89.1 88.6 89.3 - / - / - - - -

DiffAct, Ours 92.5 / 91.5 / 84.7 89.6 82.2 88.1 90.1 / 89.2 / 83.7 85.0 88.9 87.4 80.3 / 75.9 / 64.6 78.4 76.4 75.1

Table 1. Comparison with recent methods on arXiv. The method in gray is not suitable for direct comparison due to the extra usage of
multi-modal features [11]. We list it here for readers’ reference. This comparison does not change the conclusion in the main paper.

F1@{10, 25, 50} Edit Acc Avg
Macro Mean 90.3 / 89.4 / 83.9 85.0 88.8 87.5
Macro Std. 0.08 / 0.09 / 0.14 0.16 0.03 0.08

Micro Mean 90.3 / 89.4 / 83.9 85.0 88.7 87.4
Micro Std. 0.86 / 1.03 / 1.25 1.17 0.36 0.93

Table 2. Inference stability on 50Salads

F1@{10, 25, 50} Edit Acc Avg
Mean 90.4 / 89.4 / 83.7 84.9 88.5 87.4
Std. 0.11 / 0.12 / 0.18 0.18 0.16 0.15

Table 3. Training stability on 50Salads

4. Stability
Inference Stability. We fix the seed at inference for all

experiments in the paper to remove inference randomness.
Here we further provide both macro and micro inference
stability on 50Salads. The macro setting follows the evalu-
ation convention, which repeats the experiment as a whole
with ten different seeds at inference. The micro setting re-
peats the inference for each video with ten different seeds
and averages the deviations over videos. The macro result
should be used when comparing to the state-of-the-art. Our
method is highly stable at inference as in Table 2.

Training Stability. We re-run the main experiment on
50Salads ten times with different training seeds and the
same inference seed for a training stability check. The mean
values and the standard deviations are reported in Table 3,
from which we can see the results are stable with narrow
deviations.

5. Effects of Video Length and Action Number
We report results on 50Salads in Table 4 by dividing test

videos into top and bottom halves to investigate the impact
of the video length and action number. Our method per-
forms well regardless of these factors.

6. Discussion
Diffusion models have been employed for image seg-

mentation [2, 1, 9]. Our diffusion model for video un-
derstanding differs from diffusion-based image segmenta-

F1@{10, 25, 50} Edit Acc Avg
Length Top 50% 88.9 / 88.2 / 82.1 83.4 88.9 86.3

Length Bottom 50% 91.8 / 90.8 / 85.9 87.2 89.0 89.0
#Actions Top 50% 88.3 / 87.0 / 81.6 81.2 88.6 85.3

#Actions Bottom 50% 91.7 / 91.0 / 85.1 87.5 88.7 88.8

Table 4. Effects of video length and action number on 50Salads

F1@{10, 25, 50} Edit Acc Avg
Baseline adapted from [1, 9] 63.2 / 60.3 / 51.7 52.6 81.0 61.8

DiffAct, Ours 90.1 / 89.2 / 83.7 85.0 88.9 87.4

Table 5. Diffusion image segmentation baseline on 50Salads

tion, by customizing the diffusion pipeline and introducing
unique prior modeling for action analysis. Diffusion im-
age segmentation, e.g., SegDiff [1] and MedSegDiff [9] was
built on U-Net with an objective of noise ϵ prediction mea-
sured by vanilla L2 loss. In contrast, we adapt ASFormer
and suggest x0 prediction as a more appropriate objective
for our task, and cross-entropy loss, smoothness loss, and
boundary loss are investigated together for a comprehensive
objective. As in Table 5, a naive application of diffusion im-
age segmentation by simply changing the data modality to
video results in a much lower performance.

7. More Qualitative Results
This section presents more qualitative results from Fig. 4

to Fig. 21. The predictions and the ground truth sequences
are visualized for randomly selected videos from the GTEA,
50Salads, and Breakfast datasets. Different datasets use dif-
ferent sets of color codes in the plots. In general, our model
can achieve accurate and temporally coherent results and
excellent overall performance.

8. More Results using MP at Inference
To explore situations of unconditional generation, we

provide more results using MP at inference in Fig. 1, Fig. 2,
and Fig. 3 for the three datasets respectively. Different
datasets use different sets of color codes in the plots. These
results show that our model is able to generate broadly
plausible action sequences even when all the conditions are
masked. It is interesting that the generated action sequences
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Figure 1. Top: Ground truth action sequences from GTEA. Bot-
tom: Results using M P at inference for GTEA. Our model is
able to capture the distribution of actions and generate sequences
roughly similar to real sequences when all conditions are masked.

exhibit the characteristics of each dataset. This validates our
model’s ability in capturing the prior distributions of action
sequences via generative learning.
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Figure 2. Top: Ground truth action sequences from 50Salads. Bot-
tom: Results using M P at inference for 50Salads. Our model is
able to capture the distribution of actions and generate sequences
roughly similar to real sequences when all conditions are masked.
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Figure 3. Top: Ground truth action sequences from Breakfast.
Bottom: Results using M P at inference for Breakfast. Our model
is able to capture the distribution of actions and generate se-
quences roughly similar to real sequences when all conditions are
masked. Note that Breakfast tends to have very distinct sets of
action classes across videos.
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Figure 4. Video ‘S1 Cheese C1’ from GTEA.
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Figure 5. Video ‘S1 Peanut C1’ from GTEA.
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Figure 6. Video ‘S2 Tea C1’ from GTEA.
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Figure 7. Video ‘S3 Peanut C1’ from GTEA.
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Figure 8. Video ‘S4 Pealate C1’ from GTEA.
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Figure 9. Video ‘S4 Peanut C1’ from GTEA.
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Figure 10. Video ‘rgb-09-1’ from 50Salads.
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Figure 11. Video ‘rgb-05-2’ from 50Salads.
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Figure 12. Video ‘rgb-10-2’ from 50Salads.
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Figure 13. Video ‘rgb-15-1’ from 50Salads.
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Figure 14. Video ‘rgb-17-2’ from 50Salads.
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Figure 15. Video ‘rgb-24-1’ from 50Salads.
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Figure 16. Video ‘P21 webcam02 P21 sandwich’ from Breakfast.
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Figure 17. Video ‘P05 cam01 P05 cereals’ from Breakfast.
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Figure 18. Video ‘P05 stereo01 P05 milk’ from Breakfast.
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Figure 19. Video ‘P09 cam01 P09 friedegg’ from Breakfast.
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Figure 20. Video ‘P16 stereo01 P16 juice’ from Breakfast.
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Figure 21. Video ‘P17 cam01 P17 sandwich’ from Breakfast.


